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STEPHAN/H Launches a brand new Fire Resistant Flight Suit line at HAI Heli-Expo 2016 

The Rotor Fire Resistant line exceeds marketplace expectations with one of the  
most advanced fire resistant products to date. 

 

Louisville, Feb. 26th, 2016 – Worldwide technical garment leader STEPHAN/H, is proud to launch 
a revolutionary line of flight suits, Rotor Fire Resistant at HAI HELI-EXPO 2016 in Louisville, 
Kentucky, from March 1st to 3rd. The growing popularity of the established Canadian brand, 
comes from listening to pilots to combine high tech performance with ergonomics and 
functionality to unprecedented fire resistance with the Rotor FR Collection. Watch the teaser! 
 
Unlike other fire resistant garments on the market, STEPHAN/H continues to exceed pilot’s 
expectations with its unique stretch inserts at the knees, ankles, waist, back, shoulders and 
elbows. This technicity provides ability to move, reduces fatigue, and provides the utmost 
comfort. The Rotor Fire Resistant is compliant with all industry standards, including NFPA 2112. 
A high quality cotton material lines the inside of the garment, enabling greater protection. There 
are no metal components in the gear to ensure absolutely no heat transfer.  
 
“Through countless hours of research and hard work, the company has set new standards in the 
aviation industry for quality flight suits that focus on safety and comfort in the process”, says 
Richard Harvey, Account Executive. “What motivates STEPHAN/H team is the constant desire to 
innovate and develop the safest flight suits on the market.”  
 
About the company 
 
STEPHAN/H flight suits offer superior seated ergonomics™, freedom of movement, comfort 
and safety. Helicopter enthusiasts looking for both professional and technical clothing can 
discover more at www.stephanh.com.    
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